Inter-observer variability at laparoscopic assessment of pelvic adhesions.
A total of 25 women undergoing videolaparoscopy and a dye test to investigate pelvic adhesions and infertility were evaluated to determine whether applying a score system to pelvic adhesions was reproducible, and its place in determining prognosis or management. The surgeon performing the laparoscopies scored each case using the American Fertility Society (AFS) system, gave an estimate of the likely prognosis from microsurgery and recorded a recommended management [surgery or in-vitro fertilization (IVF)]. The video images and histories were independently reviewed by two other surgeons experienced in tubal surgery, who also scored each case and recorded prognosis from surgery and recommended management. Several differences in adhesion scores for each case were noted. Agreement was present between surgeons regarding estimated prognosis for microsurgery and also in recommending management, particularly when prognosis was considered poor and IVF was recommended. Despite some reproducibility, the AFS score system did not predict outcome or management decisions. However, the surgeons' fundamental impression of the state of the pelvis and recommendation for either surgery or IVF were more consistent and reproducible. Any future proposed system for adhesion classification will need to account for, and be predictive of, the decreasing number of patients for whom surgery (rather than IVF) is the preferred management.